CHOLITAS
SYNOPSIS
Five Bolivian natives women are involved in a unique expedition. As a symbol of liberation and empowerment they
propose to climb the highest mountain in America. Their image is amazing: they climb wearing their traditional
skirt. They are more than climbers, they are brave women who find in the mountain a space to feel free, happy and
alive. Their adventure will show the world an inspiring way to be a woman, to live the tradition and to relate to
Mother Nature.

DIRECTORS STATEMENT
He have told this story because we felt we had an obligation to do so. The world needs references such as the
woman of our film. Brave women who break stereotypes, who follow their passion, who are free and powerful. They
cannot avoid climbing mountains, it is what makes them happy. We cannot avoid telling stories, it is what we do
best. Accompanying them in the adventure of climbing the highest mountain in America has been a privilege. Get
keep their pace while walking, an exhausting challenge. We are very proud to have worked at their service, telling
the expedition that they always wanted to do and amplifying their voice so that the world knows them. The world
needs references such as these five cholitas that climb mountains: Lidia, Liita, Dora, Elena and Cecilia.

ABOUT THE PRODUCTION COMPANY
Arena Comunicación Audiovisual is an independent documentary production company for film and TV. We take
care of the whole process, from the idea until the master. Our feature films “Nömadak Tx”, “The Ridge/Pura Vida”,
“Walls/Muros”, “District Zero”, ”Elkarrekin-Together” and “See You Tomorrow, God Willing!” have been distributed
around the world. We have filmed in tens of countries, and we are interested in small and concrete stories with a
broad and comprehensive interpretation.

THE CHOLITAS

Dora Magueño

Lidia Huayllas

Cecilia Llusco

Elena Quispe

Liita Gonzales

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Direction
Co-direction
Production management
Original Idea
Executive production
Script
Original sound track
Direct sound
Leadership production
Editing
Sound design and mix
Postproduction Coordination
Accounting and legal advice

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Genre: large documentary.
Lenght: 82’.
Filming format: 4K.
Projection format: DCP.
Ratio: 1.77: 1.
Languages: Spanish, Aymara.
Subtitles: Spanish, English.
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MORE INFORMATION
www.cholitasfilm.com
www.arenacomunicacion.com
distribution@arenacomunicacion.com
+34 948 31 53 36

